Welcome to Issue 111 of Phaser World
Like many of you, I was lucky enough to catch the new Star Wars film at the
cinema over the holidays. Whatever you may have thought of it, and personally I

absolutely loved it, it's great that a prominent studio such as Disney chose to use
Phaser to create a Star Wars game for Facebook Messenger. While it still may
be a closed system, Facebook Messenger games get more and more interesting
as the months go on. And being a Star Wars fan-boy this game was doubly
exciting for me :)
We've more great tutorials this week, another Dev Log as things really hot-up
ready for 3.0 release and plenty more games and news to dig in to.
So, until the next issue, keep on coding. Drop me a line if you've got any news
you'd like featured by simply replying to this email, messaging me on slack or
Twitter.

The Latest Games

Game of the Week
Star Wars: The Last Jedi - Porg Invasion
Chewie has a bad feeling about this! Help BB-8 and Chewie fend off the Porg
invasion on the Millennium Falcon!

Staff Pick
Flood Control
The Apocalypse is upon us, and it will get our feet wet! A real-time puzzle game
in which you save the town from flooding.

Adsteroids
Take flight on a journey across the galaxy to investigate an interstellar
annoyance.

Winter Sprinter
Dodge the icicles and pick up the parts to make a PC as fast as you can.

Gumdrop Popper
When you see a gumdrop, click to pop it! In this small casual little game.

What's New?

Phaser Editor 1.4.4 Released

A new update, bug fixes and visual tweaks land. Also check out the 2018 feature
roadmap.

Tipsy Tower Prototype Part 1
How to create a fun little physics crate stacking game using Phaser and Box2D.

Angular CLI Phaser CE Boilerplate
A bare bones boilerplate combining Angular CLI and Phaser CE with dev server,
tests and build support.

Making DOOM 3D in Phaser
WiLD is back with a new tutorial series on YouTube, this time re-creating the
classic game Doom in Phaser.

Snow Effect
Create a wintry snow effect in this seasonal tutorial.

Phaser in 2017 and beyond
A look back at the news and numbers of Phaser in 2017 and what the New Year
holds.

Thank you to our awesome new Phaser Patrons Alveek, Chris, Evan Cobb and
Kevin Clark.
Patreon is a way to contribute towards the Phaser project on a monthly basis.
This money is used entirely to fund development costs and is the only reason
we're able to invest so much time into our work. You can also donate via PayPal.
Backers get forum badges, discounts on plugins and books, and are entitled to
free monthly coding support via Slack or Skype.

Dev Log #111
Welcome to Dev Log 111. Phaser 3.0 Beta 15 is now available for download and
all of the examples this issue were built against it. So please upgrade to Beta 15 if
you're testing things out at the moment. Without further ado, let's dive right in ...

Sound Manager Updates

Pavle is back with a new update on the Sound Manager. A huge amount of work
has been put into it recently but we're only going to focus on one feature this
issue, so don't let the brevity of this segment fool you!
"Hey all, hope you enjoyed the holidays!
A lot of work has been done in the past few weeks since the last Sound API
update and I’m happy to say that it is very near completion.
One huge feature that is now available in v3 is the ability to loop sounds and it
has been implemented in a way that it works perfectly regardless of the playback
rate and enables you to have gapless looping out of the box.
Another added feature is support for delayed playback that you can now define
as a config setting when playing sounds.
In combination, they can be used to chain different sounds playback or alternate
differing looping sounds to avoid things becoming monotonous.
Check out this cyberpunk street party example to get yourself familiar with the full
potential of using these features in Phaser v3!"

Cyberbeats!

Input Manager Updates
As part of preparing for release, I've been clearing out issues in GitHub and
knocking tasks on the head. One such task was sorting out input events in a
multi-camera environment. We had already done quite a bit of work towards this

but it was never 100% until now.
On the surface it doesn't sound like a significant problem to solve: Did you
interact with a sprite? and left at that, it isn't hard to solve. But of course we added
the ability to modify the game camera in V3, so it can zoom, offset itself and
rotate. This immediately adjusts what needs to be done when detecting input on
sprites. And then we added support for multiple cameras. So the very same
sprite could be rendering once for as many cameras as there are, all in totally
different places on-screen. And the cameras can overlap each other. And scroll.
And game objects can be locked to the camera or scroll with them, or scroll at
their own speed offsets which all adjust where they visibly end-up on the screen.
All of a sudden something that started out so simple becomes an awful lot more
complex. It's no longer a case of a pointer interacting with a sprite, it's a pointer
knowing which camera its over, translating down through the stack and how the
sprite should react based on those cameras before you can even determine if it's
interacting or not.
Needless to say, what on the surface appeared to be a simple feature instead
turned into several days worth of code deep diving to get working properly.
Thankfully though, it now does:

Interact with this multi-cam example

In the example above you can use the cursor keys to pan the camera, Q and E
to zoom in and out, Z and X to rotate and press Space Bar to change the active
camera. You can also use the UI controls too, but the important part is that the
input events work regardless of which camera and where the pointer is.
As part of this work, I was able to completely recode the hit test routine we were
using to avoid the need for any kind of matrix operations or calls to the
TransforMatrix, which is great! All it needs is a temporal point which saves a
bunch of processing time, especially in input heavy scenes.

Top Only and Event Flow
As well as fixing this I also spent a good while testing across mobile and desktop.
The Input Manager is now using passive handlers and this stopped various bugs
like the double-down event bug on iOS. I also adjusted the event flow of the over,
out, up and down pointer events, which in turn fixed the Flood Fill game so it now
works on mobile properly.
I also fixed the way the "Top Only" setting works. This is a setting within the Input
Manager that, when enabled, only considers the top-most Game Object on the
display list as being interacted with. So with "topOnly" enabled if you had 3
interactive sprites all on-top of each other and clicked them, only the top-one
would respond to the input events. With topOnly disabled, all 3 will respond. It's
easy for you to tweak this setting at run-time as needed. Here's an example
showing the difference (click to toggle the setting):

Updates Galore
There are lots of other API tweaks that landed in Beta 15. From things like you
now being able to set the image type and encoder options when taking snapshots
from the renderer, to fixes to the Camera bounds checks. Felipe has been deep
in RenderPass land, sorting out some gnarly renderer issues that happen when
passing from one RenderPass into another.
I'm pleased to say that Mike will be rejoining us this week too, to get Tilemap
collision implemented! It's literally all hands on deck right now.

Scale Manager
With Beta 15 out I can now focus on the new Scale Manager. I've been planning
this out for the past few weeks and now can start to build it. One thing I felt that
the Scale Manager in v2 got wrong was that it tried to do too much. It's a bit of a
black box, to say the least, and is tricky to navigate, from a code point of view,
never mind from an API point of view.
So my aim with the V3 Scale Manager is to make it much more simple and give
it a lot smaller surface area. I think realistically there are only usually a couple of
core requirements when scaling your games and all of the edge cases and sitespecific implementations need to be handled directly yourself. Fundamentally,

you need to be able to say "This is the size of my game, I want it to scale
following these restrictions" and from that point on you respond to events as you
need.
It's foolhardy to think that V3 can handle doing a fully responsive game for you. It
can't. There are just too many different requirements to address. I don't want to
end-up dictating how your game should adjust given shifts in canvas size. But
what it can do is ensure you get all the events and hooks you need to be able to
deal with size changes quickly and easily, and the renderer will adjust itself as
needed too.
One of the big differences from V2 is that there is no longer the concept of a
'Game World' with a fixed size. In fact, there isn't a 'world' object at all anymore.
This means that the placement of your game objects is entirely up to you and the
relationship between them and the size of your game canvas is for you to define,
not Phaser. Part of this will be easier to explain with examples and others when
the Scale Manager is added in the next release.

Please send your feedback
On that front, though I'm very keen to hear your feedback on this. If these are any
features you have always longed-for in the Scale Manager, or equally things you
wish it didn't do! then now is the time to make your voice heard.
You can either reply to this email (if you get the newsletter via email) or drop a
line to support@phaser.io with 'Scale Manager' as the subject and simply tell us
what you'd like (within reason :)). I really want it to achieve the right balance
between "hands off" and "does what you need", so any suggestions you've got on
that front would be greatly appreciated.
With that said it's time to get back into the code and crack on with nailing this 3.0
release down. Keep an eye on the GitHub commit log if you want to see what's
happening before the next Dev Log :)

Phaser 3 Labs
Phaser 3 Beta 15 is out and ready for testing.
Visit the Phaser 3 Labs to view the API structure in depth, read the FAQ,
previous Developer Logs and contribution guides.
You can also join the Phaser 3 Google Group or post to the Phaser 3 Forum we'd love to hear from you!

PixaTool is a really interesting app that can convert images into pixel-art, with a
whole range of sliders to control the dithering, palettes and other special effects.
Maximum Power Up is a great podcast about all things gaming, with a good
range of retro and indie content. The latest ones include a coverage of new indie
games and an interview with the Wulverblade team.
Check out the level of detail in Dissecting a frame from Metal Gear Solid V.

Phaser Releases
Phaser CE 2.9.4 released December 20th 2017.
Phaser 3 Beta 15 released January 8th 2018.
Please help support Phaser development

Have some news you'd like published? Email support@phaser.io or tweet us.
Missed an issue? Check out the Back Issues page.
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